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Everything about choosing he best style for the bride to be.This is the ideal guidebook for the
bride as she begins her search for the perfect wedding dress. Filled with inspiring ideas and
visual references, it will help her develop a vision of her dress while making sense of the
overwhelming choices available. She can use it to show storekeepers what she wants or to work
with a dressmaker on a custom design.Easy to use, The Perfect Wedding Dress is organized by
dress style -- ball gown, princess line, mermaid, and so on -- and by dress part -- necklines,
backs, veils, trains, and more. A helpful glossary in each section defines the terms used to
describe the dresses.The author methodically helps the bride assess what style would suit her
best, considering her figure shape, depending on whether she wants a train, and so on. Along
with the stories behind the designs, he discusses what fabrics best suit each design and offers
suggestions for appropriate headwear, jewelry, and shoes.The book features dozens of beautiful
photographs and detailed descriptions of dresses, including those of celebrated brides such as
Princess Diana, Jennifer Lopez, and Grace Kelly. Designs featured include Baggley, Mischka,
Christian Dior, and Vera Wang.Brides of all ages and means will find The Perfect Wedding Dress
inspiring and reassuring, and an indispensable part of their wedding planning.

If you're seeking a sourcebook of wedding dress design options, look no further than The
Perfect Wedding Dress ... Public libraries will find this a popular lend. (The Midwest Book
Review)Over 300 photos of modern brides display both vintage and contemporary choices,
offering plenty of idea resources perfect for public library lending collections. (Library Bookwatch
The Midwest Book Review)The ultimate guide for a bride on a wedding dress venture. Filled with
numerous and stunning visual references, it is certain to help her develop a vision of her dress
while making sense of all the choices available in bridal shops. The book deserves high praise
for its straightforward format... this book is certain to jump start your imagination. (Cynthia M.
Allegrezza Bride and Groom)300 atmospheric photos of gorgeous gowns... The photos are
entertaining but the book is a resource guide too. (Rosanne Washington Cleveland Plain Dealer
2006-04-26)The Perfect Wedding Dress is not so much written as curated. ... Recommended if
you're a bride-to-be who hasn't bought her dress yet or are looking for a gift for one. (Janice
Harayda One-minuteBookReviews.com 2006-12-07)A sweeping sourcebook... takes the bride
by the hand and guides her... an abundance of useful information... a comprehensive visual
reference for a bride who needs to communicate her vision to others. (Calgary Herald
2006-03-17)More to say about wedding gowns than anybody but a bride would want to know...
oodles of photographs. (Liz Pogue Victoria Times-Colonist 2006-03-12)An ideal guidebook for
the soon-to-be bride, this book is filled with inspiring ideas and visual references. (Wedding
Vow)About the AuthorPhilip Delamore is a research fellow and lecturer in Fashion Design at the



London College of Fashion. He is also a freelance fashion designer. He lives in southeast
London, England.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.IntroductionThe
wedding dress is such an evocative symbol of the bride. It has romantic and historical
associations with the ritual of dress and the rites of ceremony, from countless princess brides
encountered in fairytales as a child, to the televised and endlessly photographed weddings of
royalty and celebrity that have punctuated our adulthood.Today the wedding dress occupies a
unique moment in your life. As ritual and ceremony is all but removed from our everyday
experiences, the idea of wearing a special dress for only one day of your life imbues it with the
significance of its symbolic heritage. While fashion may affect the silhouette, the white dress and
veil have remained virtually unchanged in over 150 years.The variety of styles, details and fabric
combinations available to today's bride may, however, seem a little bewildering. If you do not
know an A-line from a princess line, or a sweetheart neckline from a picture collar, then read
on.This book is intended as a sourcebook for you and a helpful guide for inspiration, ideas and
visual reference, not only to help with your choice of wedding dress, but also to help
communicate it to others. That picture/thousand-word analogy is never more true than when
trying to communicate the abstract ideas of design and the emotions of romance to others. Use
this book, along with the other reference material you've gathered from bridal stores and
magazines, to build a picture both of yourself and your dress. This will help the other people
involved in the process, from the shop assistant to the caterer, have a better idea of your vision.
Even if you don't feel like you have much vision yet, this book will help you develop one.First, you
will need to know three things: Know YourselfUnless you're Jennifer Lopez, who, let's face it,
must know what kind of dress suits her best by now, you need to start with a little self-analysis. If
you have never done anything traditional in your life, now is not the time to start just because you
feel it is expected. The diversity of wedding experiences available are limited only by your
imagination, but if you have lived a life of expectation that you would sweep down the aisle in a
fairytale ball gown, then don't compromise.You might want to think about what your favorite
dress is, and if you don't have one you might like to consider that there are other options, such
as a suit or more casual two piece outfit. Do you have a personality that you tend to express by
the way you dress, or do you dress to blend in? Trying a few dresses at a bridal store or boutique
with an honest friend can also be a good start to see what does and doesn't suit you, especially
if you are not used to dressing up (listen to the honest friend). Try on a range of styles and
colors, and use the experience of the staff to help you make some initial decisions about what
you look good in and feel comfortable wearing. Once you have an idea of what works for you,
then you can be more confident in your choice.Know Your BudgetThe dress is one of the biggest
purchases for a wedding, so you need to budget for it whether you are buying a simple suit or
dress off the rack, or having a couture dress made for you. Like house buying this can tend to go
out of the window when you see something you like, but remember that if you are having a dress
made for you there is lots of flexibility, and you can discuss how to get what you want for the
budget you have. The idea of couture being the expensive option is not necessarily



true.Remember not to rush into ordering, and look at the options available to you -- not only at
the department stores and specialist bridal stores, but also vintage and antique clothing stores,
costume and period hire specialists, and individual dressmakers. Ask friends for personal
recommendations and make use of the internet to view designers' collections or even bid for a
vintage piece.Know Your LimitationsI don't mean you shouldn't do anything unexpected, but
rather consider all those external factors that you may have no control over. For example, are
there any religious restrictions on what you may or may not wear for the ceremony? (Jewish
weddings require a veil for example.) Will your cathedral train fit in the motorcycle sidecar you
are arriving at the church in? If you are getting married abroad on a beach in Hawaii for example,
there may be simple practical issues of transporting your dress. Perhaps that white bikini is a
better option!Using This BookWhile I have included a brief historical resume of each style --
along with suggestions for whom the style may be better suited to and classic examples of the
style and fabrics used -- this is by no means a historical work on the wedding dress, and should
not be taken as such. Many of the styles fall into several categories and it is arguable as to
where to draw the boundaries between them. Some styles belong to specific periods in time,
while others refer to specific constructions or cuts.Don't be fazed by the almost overwhelming
choice there appears to be out there. At the start of the 21st century you simply need to
remember that a lot of weddings have preceded yours. As each bride has expressed herself
through personal, religious and fashionable desires, so a myriad of styles and combinations of
dresses have evolved.Each of the chapters of this book will guide you through the basic
silhouettes some enduring classics, some fashion faux pas and some of the details you will want
to consider when embellishing.Finally, perhaps it is worth remembering the words of this ancient
rhyme when planning your color scheme:Married in white, you have chosen right,Married in
green, ashamed to be seen,Married in gray you'll go far away,Married in red, you'11 wish
yourself dead,Married in blue, you'll always be true,Married in yellow, ashamed of your
fellow,Married in black, you'll wish yourself back,Married in pink, of you he will think.- Old English
rhymeRead more
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RMT, “Excellent resource for wedding and evening dress design. This is a surprisingly delightful
resource for anyone interested in designing their own dress or just research what style of dress
is most becoming on them. Though this would be interesting to anyone looking for a dress, the
real beauty of this book lies in the details that a wedding magazine won't include. These aren't
fashion spreads from a magazine more interested in an overall look and not showing the details
of the gown. There are no oddly posed, slumped back models masking the lines of the dress
from view in this one. Dresses date from the early 1920's to 2005. Several older photos are of
famous gowns worn by Princess Dianna, Audrey Hepburn, Princess Grace, Mia Farrow,
Elizabeth Taylor, Queen Elizabeth, plus more modern celebrities such as Kate Winslet, and Liv
Tyler. Excellent photos allow enough detail and a full view of gowns to inspire your own designs.
This book offers separate chapters on necklines, sleeves, backs, accessories, veils, trains, and
details. Chapters also separate the style of dress by ball gown, princess, empire, mermaid and
fishtail, column, a-line, mini and midi, and suits. Each silhouette is further discussed be a
description of style, history, classics, who should wear it, and fabrics. Numerous pictures depict
full length shots of gowns and close-ups of details. I wish I'd had this when making my first
daughter's dress.  I'm glad I'll have it for the next daughter's dress.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 4 people have provided feedback.
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